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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a rising 
innovation and step by step it is pulling in the consideration of 
scientists with its testing qualities and differentiated 
application space. The more scientists attempt to grow 
encourage cost and vitality proficient figuring gadgets and 
calculations for WSN, the all the more difficult it gets to be to 
fit the security of WSN into that obliged environment. Be that 
as it may, security is vital to the accomplishment of applying 
WSN. Along these lines, commonality with the security parts of 
WSN is basic before planning WSN framework. In this paper, 
we review the condition of craftsmanship in securing remote 
sensor systems. We audit a few conventions that give security 
in sensor systems. Additionally, this study records the notable 
assaults at the Network layer of WSN.  
Keywords: Network Attacks, Network Protocol, Security, 
Sensor, WSN 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
With the advances in remote correspondence and registering 
gadgets, Wireless Sensor Network has come into the 
spotlight. By using these advances, WSN gives low fetched 
answer for an assortment of true difficulties. A Wireless 
Sensor Network is a mix of remote systems administration 
and inserted framework innovation that screens physical or 
natural conditions, for example, temperature, sound, 
vibration, weight, movement or poisons, at various areas. At 
first, Wireless Sensor Networks were primarily utilized for 
military surveillance. However, now its relevance is 
stretched out to non military personnel and business 
application regions, including natural and medicinal 
checking, fabricating hardware execution checking, home 
computerization, movement control and so forth. The 
essential building piece of a sensor system is a singular 
sensor hub. A run of the mill hub may, for instance, screen 
temperature, light, solid, or smell, the last decision is 
application subordinate. A sensor hub is described by its 
little size, small registering power, low correspondence 
transmission capacity, and a constrained vitality supply. 
Given these confinements, sensor nodes are regularly 
conveyed needlessly in expansive number (perhaps on the 
request of thousands) inside a target environment. Right 
now, sensor nodes exist just on a full scale, that is, they are 
unmistakable to the bare human eye. Confinements on size 
do impact how and where sensor systems can be sent. Looks 
into imagine a smaller scale and even a macro-scale sensor 
nodes that could be sent, say, inside the human body or 
some other limited space. This implies that the quantity of 
smaller scale or potentially macro-scale sensor nodes sent 

inside some environment could approach (on the request) 
the quantity of hosts in today's Internet. The conventions 
and strategies introduced in this paper are fundamentally 
relevant to large scale sensor systems. 
 
The plan constraints, correspondence and sending examples 
of WSN represent a few security issues to it     and make it 
powerless against various sort assaults. Abusing those 
security openings enemies can perform diverse sorts of 
assaults keeping in mind the end goal to disturb the system, 
hamper or deceive the correspondence stream of the system, 
on the other hand to capture, create or adjust the secret 
information. To battle against those assaults originating 
from various levels of WSN security vulnerabilities, firstly, 
it is imperative to think about the security prerequisites of 
WSN. 

 
II. SECURITY PROBLEMS 

 
For the most part, sensor nodes are thickly sent and they 
connect with their encompassing surroundings intently. 
They are worked unattended furthermore without the non 
attendance of any remote checking framework. That is, the 
nodes are presented to the antagonistic environment and 
also to the assailants and at a hazard of physically being 
altered. Thus, there is dependably the plausibility of 
catching nodes physically by the assailants to assault the 
WSN. Additionally, there are heaps of security issues in 
Wireless Sensor Network that can be coherently abused by 
the enemies to assault the systems. 
 
Sensor nodes themselves are purposes of assault for the 
Remote Sensor Networks. Enemies can trade off or subvert 
sensor nodes to increase full control of them and use them 
for disturbing the system. In the event that sensor nodes are 
traded off, the aggressors can know all the private data put 
away on them and may dispatch a assortment of noxious 
activities against the system through these bargained nodes. 
For instance, the traded off nodes may dispose of vital 
information or report with wrong or altered information to 
delude any choice which is taken in light of this 
information. The subverted nodes may uncover the 
cryptographic key data and consequently permit the 
assailants to bargain the entire system. False pernicious 
nodes can be added to deplete other sensor nodes, pull in 
them to send information just to it keeping the section of 
genuine information. 
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Other than the sensor nodes, assailants can focus on the 
steering data which is utilized to keep up the 
correspondence between sensor nodes and the base station. 
The routing systems utilized for WSN requires finish trust 
between all the taking an interest nodes. The best possible 
transport of information in the system relies on upon the 
honesty of the steering data given by different nodes. False 
directing data transmitted by a host may parcel the system 
by misinforming the activity to a little gathering of nodes 
and therefore causes trouble in correspondence. Once more, 
the questionable remote medium utilized as correspondence 
medium in WSN causes numerous security problems. [10] 
The foe simply should be inside the radio scope of the 
nodes. Being there, he can undoubtedly catch the 
transmission without bringing about any intrusion in the 
system correspondence. In this way, an enemy can gather 
touchy data if the transmission is not scrambled. 
Additionally, an aggressor can without much of a stretch 
infuse malevolent messages in the WSN. 
 

III. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
 Wireless Sensor Network is powerless against different 
assaults like whatever other routine system, however its 
constrained asset qualities and special application highlights 
requires a few additional security necessities including the 
run of the mill organize necessities talk about on a few 
security properties that ought to be accomplished when 
planning a protected WSN.  

 
1. Data Confidentiality 
2. Authenticity and Integrity 
3. Availability 
 
A. Data Confidentiality 
 
Information classification is one of the crucial security 
prerequisites for WSN as a result of its application reason 
(for instance, military and key appropriation applications). 
Sensor nodes convey delicate information, so it is important 
to guarantee that any gatecrasher or other neighboring 
system couldn't get private data capturing the transmissions. 
One standard security technique for giving information 
privacy is to encode information and utilization of shared 
key so that lone planned recipients can get the delicate 
information. 
 
B. Authenticity and Integrity  
 
Just giving information privacy is insufficient to guarantee 
the information security in WSN. As a foe can change 
messages on correspondence or infuse vindictive message, 
validation of information and additionally sender are 
likewise significant security necessities. Source validation 
gives the honesty of inventiveness of the sender. While, 
information confirmation guarantees the collector that the 
information has not been changed aimed the transmission. 
  
 

C. Availability 
 
We can't disregard the significance of accessibility of nodes 
when they are required. For instance, when WSN is utilized 
for observing reason in assembling framework, 
inaccessibility of nodes may neglect to recognize 
conceivable mis-chances. Accessibility guarantees that 
sensor nodes are dynamic in the system to satisfy the 
usefulness of the system. It ought to be guaranteed that 
security instruments forced for information privacy and 
confirmation are permitting the approved nodes to take an 
interest in the preparing of information or correspondence 
when their administrations are required. As sensor nodes 
have constrained battery control, superfluous calculations 
may deplete them before their typical lifetime furthermore, 
make them inaccessible. Now and again, conveyed security 
conventions or systems in WSN are misused by the foes to 
deplete the sensor nodes by its assets and makes them 
inaccessible for the system. Thus, security arrangements 
ought to be inferred so that sensor nodes don't do additional 
calculation or don't attempt to distribute additional assets for 
security reason. 
 

IV. REQUIREMENT FOR SECURE SENSOR 
NETWORK PROTOCOL 

 
The previously mentioned security necessities are the 
essential security requirements for WSN. Be that as it may, 
sensor nodes are dependably at a danger of physically being 
caught. Just satisfying those essential necessities can't 
thoroughly take care of the security issues made by hub 
trade off. Alter resistance equipment can secure the 
information put away on sensor hub. Be that as it may, 
utilizing such hard product surpasses the cost furthest 
reaches of WSN by expanding expense of singular sensor 
hub. Thus, a superior arrangement is to outline secure 
sensor organize conventions that are strong to hub contain 
or hub disappointment. Secure conventions can likewise be 
created to accomplish the essential security prerequisites. 
Security conventions for WSN ought to have the ability of 
giving the accompanying necessities other than the 
fundamental security necessities to guarantee appropriate 
security usefulness in WSN. 
 
1. Data Freshness 
2. Robustness against Attacks 
3. Resilience 
4. Broadcast Authentication 
5. Scalability 

 
 A. Data Freshness  
 
Information Freshness infers that the information is later. 
This is an essential security necessity to guarantee that no 
message has been replayed implying that the messages are 
in a requesting what's more, they can't be reused. This keeps 
the enemies from confounding the system by replaying the 
caught messages traded between sensor nodes.  
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To accomplish freshness, security conventions must be 
composed in a manner that they can distinguish copy 
bundles and dispose of them averting replay assault.  
 
B. Robustness against Attacks  
 
Security conventions ought to have vigor against assaults. In 
the event that an assault is performed they ought to be able 
to minimize the effect. They likewise ought to be able to 
identify fizzled sensor nodes and work with the rest of the 
nodes what's more, overhauled topology.  
 
C. Resilience 
 
By and by, discovery of bargained nodes and disavowal of 
their cryptographic keys are not generally conceivable. In 
this way, a security convention ought to dependably 
consider WSN with traded off nodes. In the event that 
various nodes are traded off, secure conventions ought to 
work in a manner that the execution of WSN corrupts 
effortlessly. 
  
D. Broadcast Authentication 
 
The base station communicates summon and information to 
sensor nodes. An assailant can adjust or produce the 
summons and sensor nodes perform off base operations 
tolerating those summons. In this way, secure conventions 
ought to give communicate validation usefulness for the 
sensor nodes.  
 
E. Scalability  
   
The quantity of sensor nodes in WSN can be of a few 
requests of extents and the nodes are thickly sent. Once 
more, the arrange topology of WSN is changing in nature 
that is new nodes can be included augmenting the system 
estimate. 
 
 In this way, Scalability is an imperative issue and security 
conventions and key administration ought to adapt to the 
expanding system estimate. A security instrument is not a 
productive one in the event that it performs well in a little 
size system yet does not function admirably for substantial 
size organize. 
 

V. ATTACKS IN WSN NETWORK 
 
There are various types of attacks in WSN Networks 
 
1. Physical Attack 
2. Assaults at Network Layer 
3. Specific Forwarding 
4. Sinkhole Attack 
5. Wormhole Attack 
6. Hi Flood Attack 
7. Sybil Attack 

 
 

A. Physical Attack 
 
This assault is otherwise called hub catch. In this kind of 
assault, assailants increase full control over some sensor 
nodes through direct physical. As the cost of sensor nodes 
must be kept as shabby as could be allowed for WSN, 
sensor nodes with sealing elements are unrealistic. This is 
the reason sensor nodes are helpless to be physically being 
gotten to. Physical assaults impact affect directing and get 
to control components of WSN. For instance, getting key 
data put away on sensor hub's memory gives aggressor the 
chance of unlimited access to WSN. 
 
B. Assaults at Network Layer 
 
Organize layer is in charge of directing messages from to 
each other hub which are neighbors or might be multi 
bounces away for instance, hub to base station or hub to 
group pioneer. The system layer for WSN is typically 
planned considering the power effectiveness and 
information driven attributes of WSN. There are a few 
assaults misusing steering instruments in WSN. A few well 
known assaults are recorded here.  
 
1. Specific Forwarding  
 
Specific sending is an assault where traded off or malignant 
hub just drops parcels of its advantage and specifically 
advances parcels to minimize the doubt to the neighbour 
nodes. The effect turns out to be more awful when these 
noxious nodes are at nearer to the base station. At that point 
numerous sensor nodes course messages through these 
noxious nodes. As a result of this assault, a WSN may give 
wrong perception about the earth which influences severely 
the motivation behind mission basic applications, for 
example, military observation and woodland fire checking. 
This assault can be reached out to forward messages to 
wrong nodes and in this manner misleading the movement. 
Two unique countermeasures have been proposed against 
particular sending assault. One protection is to send 
information utilizing multi way steering. Another is 
identification of bargained nodes which are getting rowdy 
as far as particular sending and course the information 
looking for an option way. Proposes CHEMAS 
(Checkpoint-based Multi-jump Acknowledgment Scheme), 
a lightweight security conspire for recognizing specific 
sending assaults. This conspire haphazardly chooses various 
transitional nodes as checkpoints which are in charge of 
creating affirmation. As indicated by this plan, along a 
sending way, if a checkpoint hub does not get enough 
affirmations from the downstream checkpoint nodes it can 
recognize strange bundle misfortune and distinguish 
presume nodes.  
 
2. Sinkhole Attack  
 
In sinkhole assault, a traded off hub pulls in a huge number 
of movement of encompassing neighbors by replaying a 
commercial of super course to the base station. The 
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assailant can do any noxious action with the bundles going 
through the traded off hub. 
 
3. Wormhole Attack  
 
Wormhole is a basic assault, where the aggressor gets 
bundles at one point in the system, burrows them through a 
less dormancy interface than the system connections to 
another point in the system and replay bundles there locally. 
This persuades the neighbor nodes of these two end focuses 
that these two far off focuses at either end of the passage are 
near each other. On the off chance that one end purpose of 
the passage is at close to the base station, the wormhole 
passage can draw in critical measure of information activity 
to upset the directing and operational usefulness of WSN. 
For this situation, the assault is like sinkhole as the foe at 
the opposite side of the passage publicizes a superior course 
to the base station. 
 
4. Hi Flood Attack 
 
In Hello surge assault, the assailant communicates hi 
message with an intense radio transmission to the system to 
persuade all nodes to pick the assailant to course their 
messages. The influenced nodes squander their vitality by 
sending messages to the hub which is out of their radio 
range. 
  
5. Sybil Attack 
   
In Sybil assault, a noxious or subverted hub manufactures 
the characters of more than one hub or manufactures 
personality. This assault has noteworthy impact in 
geographic steering conventions. In the area based directing 
conventions, nodes need to trade area data with their 
neighbors to course the topographically tended to parcels 
effectively. Sybil assault disturbs this convention usefulness 
at the same time being at more than one place. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
With super little sensor nodes, super low power utilization 
also, charming minimal effort, Wireless Sensor Network is 
pulling in uncountable application spaces to detect and 
gather information. However, these appealing components 
made Wireless Sensor Network testing to incorporate 
security instrument into it. This paper gives a thought of a 
noteworthy subset of security issues that Wireless Sensor 

Network confronts due to its excellent outline attributes, 
correspondence and sending design. In the meantime, this 
paper incorporates brief exchange on the imperative security 
viewpoints that are required to outline a safe Wire Sensor 
Network. Some Well-known assaults and their proposed 
counter measures are moreover examined in this paper with 
a specific end goal to give a thought regarding how the foes 
can really assault the WSN misusing its vulnerabilities and 
what sort of security mindfulness ought to be considered 
while joining security instruments in WSN.  
 
At last, this paper investigates a few chips away at three 
essential security parts of WSN which are key 
administration, interface layer security and secure directing. 
There are likewise numerous security parts of WSN, for 
example, secure information conglomeration, interruption 
discovery, secure limitation, and so forth which are 
definitely not shrouded in this paper. There are numerous 
security arrangements or instruments that have been 
proposed for Wireless Sensor Network; a few of which are 
worried about particular security assaults while some are 
worried about particular security viewpoint. There is no 
standard security system that can give general security for 
WSN. Giving such system is most certainly not conceivable 
likewise as WSNs are actualized in different application 
areas with various level of security prerequisites. Planning a 
safe WSN needs legitimate mapping of security 
arrangements or systems with various security viewpoints. 
This additionally forces an examination challenge for WSN 
security. 
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